Confidentiality  …  Where do you fit in?

Respond to the following statement by checking the appropriate box to the right of the statement.
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		Statement		True most of the time		True some of the time		Never True

		When a friend tells me something and asks me not to tell others, I keep it a secret.

		I do not gossip about other people

		I say good things about other people.

		I say good things about my school

		I do not say bad things about my employer.

		When someone tells me a rumour about a person I do not spread the rumour.
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Below are a variety of situations in which employees may find themselves involved.  Read each of the situation and place a check mark in the box to indicate if you feel you would discuss the situation in the workplace or in your personal life.
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		Situation		Discuss at Work		Discuss in personal life

		You are working in a senior citizen's home where an elderly grandfather frequently enters the corridors without being completely dressed.  Sometimes it is humorous, other times it is embarrassing depending upon what clothing he forgets.

		You are working in a police station where the father of an acquaintance is brought in for assaulting his wife.

		You are working in a large furniture store and learn that a family on your street has a large overdue account.

		You are working in a drug store where the neighbour's son was caught stealing and the manager of the store has called the police.

		You visit an open AA meeting for a class project and see the mother of a person you know.

		You are working for an accounting firm and learn that a parent of a friend is very wealthy to a large number of slum apartments he owns.

		You work in a doctor's office where a girl from your class obtains a prescription for birth control pills.

		You are the room clerk at a hotel and see a neighbour leave one of the rooms with a person who is not his wife.

		You accidentally overheard a conversation in which your boss was telling someone he was going to have to fire someone because he was stealing from the company.
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Confidentiality and Ethics in the Workplace….

As a students you may not be away of the nature of confidential information, the ease with which it can be breached and the possible ramifications of doing so.

What is confidential information?
Any private information that is written or otherwise, to which any employee might have access but which should never be communicated to anyone other than the employer or supervisor.

How do Student Acquire Confidential Information?
By accessing personal files or written correspondence (ex medical or legal records)
By observing which customers do business with the employer.
By receiving information in the relaying of telephone or other kinds of messages.
By overhearing remarks made in casual conversation at the worksite. (ie coffee breaks)

What is the employers Responsibility?
Employers should advise students of areas of confidentiality and where necessary require them to sign promises or “oaths of confidentiality” (ex financial and medical institutions should do this).

Ways of Breaching Confidential Information
Inadvertently making reference to names or information in a casual conversation
Including such information in log sheets or summary reports
Participating in “gossip” sessions with co-workers 
Discussing information with peer and or parents
Discussing information with customers

Implications of Disclosing Confidential Information
The student will be “fired” and also risk removal from the Coop program.
Customers and/or co-workers may be hurt and angered.  (This could extend to entire families or other businesses).
Employer’s reputation could be damaged and subsequently result in a loss of business.
Coop program will lose credibility and the specific placement might be lost for future students.

CODE OF ETHICS FOR COOP STUDENTS
Avoid any personal involvement in “gossip” sessions in the workplace.  Don’t talk about yourself or others!
Avoid repeating anything overheard in “gossip” among co-workers or fellow students.
Avoid communicating anything that is of a confidential nature with co-workers, other students, family or friends.
Avoid sharing privileged information about school with those in the workplace.
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Work Ethics and Attitude:

Instructions: On the bottom of this handout is a word bank.   Chose the correct word 
Everyone has standards which guide his or her conduct.  These standards are called “ethics”.
Ethics:
Standards that guide how we act, and our conduct.
Personal Ethics:
Personal ethics will form the basics for:
	The kind of person you are
	The organization you represent

The society you are a part of.
Feeling guilty when you do something wrong.
How we treat other people.
Business Ethics:
These are the rules of right and wrong with a narrower focus.  It provides the standards for proper conduct by employers and employees in a business or profession.
Rules of right and wrong behaviour.
Codes of conduct like the Ten Commandments 
Good and bad actions.
Ways of being a good person – what good people do.

What you do to create good character
The basis for praise and blame.
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A company’s guidelines and rules encourage ethical conduct of its employees.  This conduct allows one to relate effectively to others in the workplace.  For example:

	Be Punctual
Be at your work station approximately 10 minutes before _________________.



	Be Time Conscious
Work consistently with or without supervision, and take only the time allotted to you for any breaks.


___________making an important business call, jot down the major points you wish to discuss.  You will then use the telephone for a _____________ amount of time without overlooking anything that needs to be mentioned.  An _______________is the only reason to make personal telephone calls during your working hours.

	Be Courteous
Treat others the same was as you would like to be treated.  Your co-operative education experience is the times to ______________and cultivate the ability to get along well with others.  Use good ________________in your use of language.  Profanity and inappropriate humour are _______________in the workplace. 


Be Business-like
Keep personal problems private by not discussing family and friends at the training station.  The photocopier and office supplies should be used for ____________ purposes only.  Your work area should be kept clean and tidy.  Accept __________  __ ����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������for your errors.  Learn how to prevent their recurrence rather than hide the error.

Be Mature in Problem Situations
Discuss ____________ problems with your training supervisor.  ____________ problems should be directed to your teacher monitor as soon they occur.

Respect Confidentiality
Accept responsibility to be entrusted with confidential facts.  Investigate what information can and cannot be disclosed. Do not discuss confidential information you learn about a business, the employer, customer/clients, or co-workers outside of work, whether or not your employer requires you to sign a ______________ _____________ (2 words)(law firms, insurance companies, finance firms, etc. often require a waiver to be signed; this document legally binds you to maintain confidentiality while you’re working as a Co-op student and even after you leave the organization).
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Did you know that when you agree to work that you become a party to a legal _____________ even though you may not have signed a document?  You agree to provide your employer with a service or skill, and your employer agrees to remunerate you for this service or skill.  In Co-op, that remuneration is two academic credits!

In a cooperative education program, a contract is made which include these 4 parties.
	Training supervisor with an organization

Co-op student trainee
__________________
__________________
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